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Funding Competition - New approaches to record
and integrate cancer PROMs and PREMs
Information Session for Interested Applicants
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Outline agenda
10.00-10.15
10.15-10.35
10.25-11.00
11.00-11.20
11.20-11.40
11.40--12.00
12.00-12.30

12.30-12.35

Arrivals
Introduction to the Cancer Innovation Challenge and to the funding
call process – Steph Wright (Data Lab)
Clinical context to the Challenge - Peter Hall (University of Edinburgh),
Mary Wells (NMAHP-RU) and Brian McKinstry (Usher Institute)
Leeds Institute of Cancer and Pathology (LICAP) work - Penny Wright
Cancer Medicines Outcomes Programme (CMOP) - Marion Bennie
NHS E-Health – Julie Falconer (Scottish Government/IHDP)
Open Q&A with panel
Speakers + Elspeth Banks (Patient Rep) + Michelle Brogan (SCTT) +
Karen Seditas (IHDP) + Marian McNeil (SMS) + Dave Fitch (Data Lab) +
Veronica Arias (DHI)
Wrap up

@cancerchallscot

Introduction to the challenge and call
process
Steph Wright, Project Manager, Cancer
Innovation Challenge
steph.wright@thedatalab.com
www.cancerchallengescotland.com

What is it?
The Cancer Innovation Challenge is a project funded by the Scottish
Funding Council (SFC) to encourage Innovation Centres in Scotland to
work in partnership to help Scotland become a world leading carer for
people with cancer.
The project brings together three Innovation Centres, led by The Data
Lab in collaboration with the Digital Health and Care Institute (DHI)
and Stratified Medicine Scotland (SMS).

What is it? (cont.)
The Challenge has two major work streams:
• An open innovation funding call to identify innovative cancer data
science solutions
• An open innovation funding call to develop new tools for patient
reported outcomes and experiences
There will be a programme of activities surrounding each work stream
involving industry, the public and a variety of stakeholders in the wider
health sector.

Launch
Publicly launched at Data Summit on 24 March 2017 by Catherine
Calderwood (Chief Medical Officer)
Press coverage in Scotsman and Future Scot
Website live: www.cancerchallengescotland.com
On Twitter: @cancerchallscot
Using hashtag: #DataSavesLives

Ways to be part of the challenge
Apply for funding
- PROMs/PREMs funding call launched Monday 3 April 2017
Respond to cancer data consultation
- Inviting people to respond to a consultation to help shape the cancer data funding call
- This consultation will help shape the funding call which will launch in July 2017 (date TBC)
Take part in the Cancer Data Dive
- The first ‘event’ of the Challenge is a Cancer Data Dive (hackathon) on 15-18 June 2017. This event will use
synthetic cancer data sets specifically created for this event. Open to anyone
Public engagement events
- First event - part of the Cabaret of Dangerous Ideas programme at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Further
events TBC.
Become a funding reviewer
- We are inviting interested persons with appropriate data/tech/clinical backgrounds to apply to be funding
reviewers to complement our internal pool

New approaches to record and integrate
cancer PROMs and PREMs
Up to £325k available. SBRI framework. IP stays with project.
You can apply as part of a collaboration but a registered company must be the lead
Two phased funding process:
• Phase 1 (feasibility studies) – Up to £25k x 5 proposals
• Phase 2 (proof of concept) – £200k available for up to 2 proposals
Phase 1 is open to any company/organisation in the UK.
Phase 2 is only open to projects funded in Phase 1.

Important dates
You must register to apply by 15 May 2017.
Once registered, you will be sent a link to the competition documents
and the application form.
Applications for Phase 1 must be received by midnight 29 May 2017

Outline Timeline
Information Session

Registration of interest

Call closes

19 April 2017

15 May 2017

29 May 2017

Feasibility study start

Application review process

August 2017

SMB review/decision
July 2017

SMB decision and Proof of
concept/Prototyping phase
start

Proof of
concept/Prototyping phase
end

Final presentations/pitch
to SMB and/or variety of
stakeholders

December 2017

May 2018

June 2018

Open call 3 April 2017

Feasibility study end ,
application for Phase 2 and
SMB pitch
November 2017

June 2017

Review Process
Phase 1
• Each proposal will be reviewed and scored by 4 assessors (clinical,
technical, business development and patient perspectives)
• Assessment criteria is available in the Invitation to Tender document
• The Strategic Management Board for the Cancer Innovation Challenge will
review the scores and make the final funding decisions
Phase 2
• Assessment criteria will be made available to Phase 1 projects once under
way
• Each project will have to attend an interview/pitch to the Strategic
Management Board

Patient Involvement
As this funding competition is around patient centred care, we have
patients involved at every stage.
Each proposal will be assessed by a patient assessor.
Each feasibility study project will have access to patients/citizens panels
Each proof of concept project will have access to patients/citizens
panels

NHS E-Health
Any proposed solution will need to be able to integrate into the NHS EHealth infrastructure in Scotland.
We will provide necessary contacts for proposals/projects at the
feasibility study stage.

Project End
At the end of Phase 2, we will be asking the successful project to
present their work and findings via
- Final formal project report
- Final presentation/pitch to Strategic Management Board and invited
stakeholders (potential routes to market)
- Final presentation/pitch to a public audience
Projects that do not progress from Phase 1 to Phase 2 will be invited to
a collider event involving potential alternative funding routes

www.cancerchallengescotland.com
@cancerchallscot
#DataSavesLives

